
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Wildlife Journal 
 

For the month of June, Two Thousand and Fifteen 
     

Temperature 
Average minimum:  13,4˚C  (56,1˚F) 
Minimum recorded: 09,6˚C (49,2˚F) 
Average maximum: 26,8˚C (80,2˚F) 
Maximum recorded: 31,1˚C  (87,9˚F) 

 

Rainfall Recorded 
For the month:   0 mm 
For the year to date:  155,0 mm 

 

Sunrise & Sunset 
Sunrise  06:30 
Sunset   17.21 

 
Winter is here! Most of the trees have lost their leaves now - but we caught this 
beauty, at the start of the month, in a state of undress from green to gold.  
 
Lions:  
The pride of lions that lost a cub last month is doing well, and there's another pride 
with two young cubs of about four months old. More could arrive in about 110 days 
- we've witnessed the intense and rather volatile actions of a mating pair. 
 
Hyenas: 
The hyenas give us regular sightings around their den on the lodge road. A super 
morning was spent watching four adults and seven cubs playing and chasing each 
other. The clan fight of last month seems over and a new order has settled. 
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Wild dogs: 
No pups yet, although we've had excellent sightings of the wild dogs hunting. On a walk we found that they'd 
killed two impalas, and guests watched spellbound as the dogs ate the kills and fought with hyenas. There has 
been plenty of wild dog and hyena action - the hyenas seem to follow the wild dogs and try to steal their kills - on 
one occasion we watched a tug of war between ten hyenas and nine wild dogs fighting over an impala. The fight 
went on for more than twenty minutes, and finally the hyenas were the victors!  
 
Cheetahs: 

We had a fantastic sighting of two juvenile male cheetahs, as well as another 
of a female scanning her surroundings for prey.  
 
Elephants: 
With time on our guests' side they spent an entire afternoon with eight bull 
elephants. What is so rewarding when you are able to spend hours observing 
the same animals is the behaviours you notice - we watched as one elephant 
purposefully selected a long stick, and holding the stick with its trunk, used it 
to scratch his itchy stomach.  

 
Rhinos 
We've enjoyed excellent sightings of white rhinos, and some very special encounters with black rhinos too. 
 
Buffalo:  
I'm loathe to use the word 'mega' because it has been used to describe everything from big burgers to tall 
buildings, but when you see a herd of six hundred buffalo together, as we have done this month, I think it is fair 
to describe it as a mega-herd! 
 
Birds: 
The month's highlights were an exceptional sighting of a beautiful giant eagle owl, a Verreaux's eagle perched 
on the cliffs, two white-faced owls and a hammerkop trying to eat a huge toad. 
 
Special sightings: 
Two smaller creatures gave us some very special moments this month, one where a 
very relaxed small spotted genet walked around the car inspecting it, while guests 
photographed the rare occasion; then there was the slender mongoose that posed for 
us out of a hole in a tree. A male klipspringer looked keen on procreating, while the 
female seemed less so, and their yearling looked completely confused. 
 

Now that it's so dry the best (and easiest) places to find wildlife are at the 
pans - congregations seen at different pans include six Lichtenstein 
hartebeest, a herd of 400 buffalo and a pride of lions including two very 
cute cubs. 
At another were two elephant bulls, followed by three lionesses and the 
pride male. While we had sundowners a male leopard sat watching us, 
about 100 metres away, and later came to drink at the pan. Other highlights 
at the pans were two black-backed jackals and a herd of eland. 
 

Activities: 
Photo hide: The photographic hides have been put to great use. Patient guests were rewarded with seven 
elephant bulls drinking, along with six giraffes, wildebeest, impalas and zebras. On another occasion inside the 
hide we had two elephant bulls wallowing, impalas, wildebeest, hartebeest, warthogs, buffalo bulls and, at last 
light, six white rhinos.  
Community tours: These have been popular - especially the Kambako Bushcraft Museum where the heritage, 
culture and bushcraft skills of the Shangaan people are practised. 
Rock art: Guests have expressed keen interest in the rock art, and many walks have been conducted to various 
sites. An excellent source of reference and information is our new book, The Rock Art of Malilangwe.  
 
Fishing: Some great fun and catches - see the tongue-in-cheek story towards the end of this journal. 
  



A crate is off-loaded 
from the transport 

vehicle, in the middle 
of a mopani area, 

while the ground team 
monitors the rhino's 

vital statistics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The rhino is positioned 
directly behind the 
crate, so that its first 
step after coming 
round from the 
immobilising drugs is, 
ideally, directly into the 
crate. 

Conservation collaboration - eight black rhinos translocated  
 
The seeds of conservation success have been well and truly sown in Botswana, by Zimbabwe, via South Africa. 
 
Seventeen years ago 28 black rhinos, imported from South Africa by the Malilangwe Trust, were released here 
on the Malilangwe Wildlife Reserve, Zimbabwe - the home of Singita Pamushana. The goal of this range 
expansion programme was to repopulate the reserve with black and white rhinos, and one day be able to 
contribute further to conservation by using rhinos that would extend the reserve's ideal carrying capacity, to start 
new populations elsewhere. Thanks to the high-security protection and monitoring our rhinos constantly receive 
in this ideal habitat, the population grew rapidly. Now, in 2015, we had the opportunity for the first time to move a 
small number of black rhinos off the reserve so that competition for territory, food and water would be reduced. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In 2014 the 
Zimbabwean Ministry of 
Environment, Water & 
Climate made a request 
that black rhinos be 
donated to a reserve in 
the Okavango Delta 
region of Botswana. 
This was as part of an 
agreement made 
between the 
Zimbabwean and 
Botswanan 
Governments in May 
2011, and is in line with 
various treaties and 
protocols that call for 
enhanced collaboration 
and partnership in 
wildlife management 
between partner 
countries.  



The immobilising drugs are reversed 
and the team is in place for the split 
second when the rhino regains 
consciousness, to direct it into the crate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some local school children who won a 
rhino conservation awareness initiative 
were invited to attend the operation, 
with our community development co-
ordinator, for a 'hands on' experience of 
conservation in action. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

  



A mother and calf in a 
custom-built holding pen, 

with their favourite 
browse food, lucerne, 

feed cubes and water. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A calf, completely 
relaxed after a few days 
of sensitive expert care in 
a holding pen. All the 
horns were 'tipped' under 
the vet's instructions, to 
ensure that the rhinos 
didn't hurt themselves 
during the settling and 
translocation phases. 

  



One of the black rhinos at Singita Pamushana gives guests in a safari 
vehicle a close encounter. 
  

The Malilangwe Trust gave the request their approval on condition that our ecologists and those from the 
Zimbabwean Parks and Wildlife Management Authority were satisfied that the habitat in Botswana was suitable 
and that the rhinos would be adequately protected post-release. Once all were satisfied, the rhino holding pens 
were built on the reserve, and the operation and logistics planned. 
 
An air and ground team of experts from around the world assembled in May, and the selected rhinos were 
immobilised, loaded into crates and taken to their holding pens. Once they were settled, eating well, and 
confirmed to be in good health they were given the green light to be flown to Botswana. In mid-June eight black 
rhinos were driven to the airport, loaded onto a Botswanan C-130 defence force plane, and sent on their way to 
establish a new population of rhinos in a different country.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
It was with heavy hearts and high hopes that we sent them on their 
way, especially when the dedicated men who have protected them for 
the past two decades lined up at the back of the plane as the last rhino 
was loaded, and sang an impromptu farewell in their local language, 
interpreted as, "We've looked after them safely, please do the same." 
But now that they have landed safely in their new home, it is with great 
pride and humility that we are able to tell this story, and that Singita 
Pamushana is one of the few places able to offer guests the 
opportunity of seeing the full spectrum of African wildlife, including 
black and white rhinos, in a well-protected and balanced ecosystem.  

  



Hide and seek 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These two male lions were trailing a buffalo herd, from quite a long distance away. They'd had a brief skirmish 
with a couple of hyenas they'd bumped into on earlier, and were now ambling down a track that hugs a 
sandstone ridge. We were staying with them, so that we could direct one of the other safari vehicles to our 
position and they could enjoy the sighting too. We must've got distracted momentarily by a bird or something, but 
when I looked around again the lions had vanished. Quite simply disappeared into thin air. One second there 
were two of Africa's largest predators walking along - and now nothing! How could I have possibly lost them? 
Losing a leopard in dense bush or wild dogs on a hunt is forgivable - but losing two lions on a road would not 
have gone down well... Then I got that strange feeling when you know you are being watched, and sure enough 
two 'teddy bear' ears and eyes were peeping at me from behind a rock. If I didn't know better I would swear he 
was having a game of cat and mouse with me!  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shy sable 
 
Sable (Hippotragus 
niger) are shy sensitive 
antelope, so it was a 
treat to see this 
breeding herd having an 
afternoon drink. They 
had some gorgeous 
new light tan calves with 
them, matching the land 
and dry grass but 
contrasting against their 
chestnut mothers. The 
dramatic colouration of 
the females is even 
more intense when it 
comes to the dominant 
bull - he was mahogany 
black with a magnificent 
swathe of ridged horns. 
A bull's horns can be 81 
-165 cm (32–65 in) long. 
 
A study on captive sable 
herds showed that there 
is quite a lot of 
aggressive behaviour in 
adult female sable. 
While it was lowest at 
calving, it peaked at the 
time of conception and 
was highly correlated 
with age, with the oldest 
females achieving 
highest rank.   



Unseen opportunities 
 
We cannot emphasise enough the opportunities our sunken photographic hides offer. Not only do you achieve a 
low-angle perspective, reflections and concealment but you also get to remain safely out your vehicle after dark, 
to do some slow shutter speed, twilight photography. These two elephants drank and waded leisurely, and in the 
moments between sunset and moonrise were joined by a herd of zebras and a mother white rhino and her calf.  



African wildcat 
 
I was so very pleased to get my first 
photograph of an elusive beautiful 
African wildcat (Felis silvestris lybica). 
They are so rarely seen, the ultimate 
master of camouflage and the 
ancestor of all domestic cats. I saw it 
on the side of a road and then it 
melted into the grass which seems to 
be precisely the same colour as it is. I 
was on my own so I sat and waited in 
the area for about an hour, getting 
some photos of a red-crested korhaan 
that was tip-toeing around in nervous 
circles, alerted by the unseen danger 
that some starlings were alarming 
about. A covey of crested francolins 
came bustling into the scene, heading 
straight toward the bundle of sticks, 
grass and bush that I reckoned the 
unseen cat was hiding in and, sure 
enough, they suddenly levitated into 
the air, screeching. There was one 
straggler and the cat was hot on its 
tail feathers. The cat leapt through the 
long grass like an elastic band being 
shot, but missed the bird.  
 
The African wildcat diverged from the 
other subspecies about 131 000 years 
ago, and some individuals were first 
domesticated about 10 000 years 

 
ago in the Middle East. They eat mice, rats, other small 
mammals, fish, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and insects. 
They are mainly active at night and twilight. The territory 
of a male overlaps with that of a few females, and he 
defends the territory against intruders. A female gives 
birth, in burrows or hollows in the ground, to two to six 
kittens, after a gestation of between 56 and 69 days. The 
kittens are born blind and need the full care of the 
mother. They stay with their mother for five to six months 
and can reproduce after six months. 
 
The red-crested korhaan (Lophotis ruficrista) is no slouch 
in the camouflage department either. Look at the 
beautiful chevrons on its back. The only thing that gave it 
and the African wildcat away was their black markings. 
Korhaans are omnivorous, feeding on invertebrates, 
especially termites, beetles and grasshoppers, and plant 
matter, especially seeds and fruit. They forage on the 
ground. The male puts on a spectacular courtship display 
to multiple females, who solely incubate the eggs and 
raise the chicks. The hen lays 1 - 2 eggs and incubates 
them for about 22 days. Little is known about the chicks - 
one of the reasons being that they are near impossible to 
see because of their juvenile camouflage plumage. 



 
All a twitter 
 
This southern yellow-billed hornbill (Tockus 
leucomelas) was trying to eat a mouse! We 
didn't see it kill the mouse, but its not 
impossible that it did. Hornbills eat a wide 
range of animals and plants, doing most of 
their foraging on the ground, chasing after 
small animals and picking up fallen fruit. The 
following have been recorded in their diet: 
insects, termites, ants, beetles, crickets, 
grasshoppers, emperor moths, centipedes, 
arachnids, nestlings, rodents, snakes, 
chameleons, frogs, bird eggs, fruit and seeds. 
 
The camera doesn't lie - I tried to take a 
flattering photo of a marabou stork 
(Leptoptilos crumeniferus) in soft golden light, 
but the only positive light its scaly bald head 
can be described in, is as a practical 
necessity. It's primarily a scavenger of carrion 
so when it sticks its long beak, head and neck 
into a large carcass it doesn't get covered in 
sticky feather-congealing blood. 
 
Martial eagles (Polemaetus bellicosus) must 
be one of the most handsome birds - my 
favourite part being their white underparts 
speckled with blackish-brown spots. Not only 
is it good-looking but also it's the largest 
eagle in Africa.  
 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
The stressful demands of fishing 
 
It's not easy. First of all you have to board the 
specialised luxurious fishing boat and cruise past 
attention-stealing scenes. Then you have to 
dodge hippos and whatever other big beasts may 
be cavorting in the treacherous water. You have 
to ignore the racket of fish eagle cries as you try 
to concentrate on tying up the boat, grabbing 
your rod and baiting the barbless hook. If you 
have a second to cast your eyes about between 
bites you'll see you are not alone. Lying lazily in 
the sun on the branch of a half-submerged 
skeleton tree could be a water monitor lizard, 
spying on you. But don't look away too long or a 
kingfisher could dart in and steal your catch. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

None of this hardship is made any easier when trying 
to juggle a gin and tonic, in fading light. And especially 
when one of your guests happens to be a famous 
stand-up comedian, who has you doubled over in 
laughter. 
 
We'll have to keep practising and work harder at 
making fishing a more pleasant activity at Singita 
Pamushana.  
 
These photos of us hating the experience show a 
fraction of what was caught - tigerfish, catfish and 
bream. 
 
The singita.com website paints a far glossier picture of 
all this - it states, "Fishing at the dam below the lodge 
is the ideal way to experience this wonder first-hand. 
Drop in a lure and see what bounty the day will bring, 
while your guide and tracker show you how the locals 
catch fish using plants found in the area. Singita 
Pamushana boasts excellent game fishing throughout 
the year, including tigerfish, catfish, bream (tilapia) and 
bass." 

  



The Rock Art of Malilangwe  
Excerpts taken from a new book on Malilangwe rock art:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Paint was made by grinding the oxide into powder and mixing it with a binding agent, usually blood or egg white. 
Animal fat, plant sap and animal urine were also used. The pigment may have been heated before being applied 
with simple brushes made from animal hair, feathers, chewed sticks or bones. Powdered pigment was stored in 
animal horn containers. 
 
Art is a reflection of the society that created it and its full meaning is difficult for us to grasp. Much of the art is 
thought to be symbolic rather than just literal or narrative. It is not simply a record of events and the animals that 
they hunted. Experts tell us that this rich artistic tradition communicates on several levels, using metaphor and 
symbolism that was relevant to the Bushmen who created it. 
 
Regardless of its symbolism we can still admire the art simply for its beauty in its original setting.  
 

 
Written and photographed by Jenny Hishin 

Singita Pamushana 
Malilangwe Wildlife Reserve 

Zimbabwe 
Thirtieth of June 2015 


